Siblings

101 Things To Do With a Baby by Jan Ormerod
A six-year-old girl tells 101 things she can do with her baby brother.

An Evening at Alfie’s by Shirley Hughes
A burst pipe causes chaos over the upstairs landing while Alfie’s parents are out, but Alfie, his baby-sitter, and his parents finally find a solution.

Anna, Paul and Tommycat Say Hello! by Nicole Linder & Pol Danheux
Meet Anna and Paul and their kitty friend Tommycat—he eats chocolate, does magic tricks, walks upside down on the ceiling, and slithers under doors, even when they’re closed.

Baba by Ruth Brown
Baba is the name that my little sister gives her comfort blanket. She takes it everywhere and holds it tight. So one day, when disaster struck and the wool unraveled we didn’t know what might happen...

Baby Says by John Steptoe
A baby and big brother figure out how to get along.

Back to the Cabin by Ann Blades
Jack and Angus don’t want to go to the cabin for the summer because there is nothing to do there.

Best Friends for Frances by Russell Hoban
When Albert and his buddies have a “no girls” baseball game, Frances and her sister organize a “Best Friends Outing—No Boys.”

Big Ben by Sarah Ellis
Ben thinks he’s too little to do anything until his older siblings produce his first report card, grading him on all the things little brothers do best.

Billy and Our New Baby by Helene S. Arnstein
Feeling jealous of his new baby brother, Billy wants to behave like a baby but realizes that it’s more fun to be a big boy.

Boat in the Tree by Tim Wynne-Jones
Having dreamed of sailing to Bongadongo since the day his younger brother was adopted, a boy finally has his means of escape but cannot make use of it without his brother’s help.

Brothers Lionheart by Astrid Lindgren
Two brothers share many adventures after their death when they are reunited in Nangiyala, the land where sagas come from.
As he waits at home for his parents to return, a young boy ponders his father's remark "Things are going to change around here" and begins to imagine all kinds of changes in the world around him.

Playing in the backyard, a young girl pretending to be Drac, the Warrior Queen of Tirnol Two, unites with a young boy pretending to be the Gremlin, to save the White Wizard's planet from the Terrible Tongued Dragon.

Baby Gemma refuses to eat, throwing her breakfast on the floor and squashing her grapes, until her brother gets an inspired idea.

Eugene's story is the story of almost every child who has found himself in the middle. All day, he finds himself trying to tell his own story.

An East Saxon boy, recently converted to Christianity, tries to deal with the villagers and his own brother's hostility to the monks with whom he now makes his home.

When four brothers and sisters discover a Psammead, or sand-fairy, in the gravel pit near the country house where they are staying, they have no way of knowing all the adventures its wish-granting will bring them.

It's show time on Wriggle River, and the star of the show is Sadie, who sings like an angel and looks like one too. But she doesn't always act angelic, and no one knows this better than her hardworking sister Dorothy.

Brother and sister are grumbling. They have to share a room, and it's much too crowded for two. One night, a mysterious green cat appears in their doorway. Soon the cat has filled their room with all kinds of things.... Green Cat has shown the children... what it's like to live in a really crowded room!

A small girl looks forward to the time when her baby sister will be big enough to play with and be friends with.

A young boy describes some of the frustrations and advantages of being a younger brother.
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Ish by Peter H. Reynolds
Ramon loses confidence in his ability to draw, but his sister gives him a new perspective on things.

Just Like New by Ainslie Manson
For Sally and her brother Jim, life in Montreal during World War II means fewer books and an odd food shortage, but when the children are asked to bring something from home, something “just like new,” to send to children in England, the war becomes more real for Sally.

Katie’s Babbling Brother by Hazel Hutchins
Katie’s little brother Norman doesn’t talk, he babbles. He babbles so much that Katie finally does something about it.

Last Train by Kim Lewis
Sarah and James play in an abandoned northern English railroad cottage, imagining old steam trains rumbling by, and in the hissing rain of a sudden thunderstorm, a train comes—-but is it real, or is it a phantom from the past?

Max Cleans Up by Rosemary Wells
Max’s big sister Ruby is determined to help him clean up his messy room, but he keeps rescuing things that she wants to throw away.

My Family Vacation by Dayal Kaur Khalsa
May is very excited. She’s going on a car trip to Florida with her parents and her older brother, Richie - her first vacation far from home. And she learns what every traveler knows: half the fun is getting there.

My Sister’s Silent World by Catherine Arthur
A child describes her sister’s hearing problem and the family’s birthday visit to the zoo.

Out of the Blue by Sarah Ellis
Never in a million years could Megan have predicted the surprise she gets for her 12th birthday. She first senses something’s up when her organized, never-waste-a-minute mother becomes “this soft, slow person” who sings happy songs. Soon Megan learns why: she has a half-sister.

Peter’s Chair by Ezra Jack Keats
First they painted Peter’s old cradle pink for the new baby; then his crib. Then they wanted to paint Peter’s chair! “Let’s run away, Willie,” he said to his dog. And they did, and Peter found he was growing up in more ways than one.

Salmon Twins by Caroll Simpson
When new twins are born in a mythical Pacific Coast village, everyone celebrates because the birth of twins is a rare occasion; twins are the children of the salmon. But when the twins grow selfish and greedy, Thunderbird transforms them into a Two-Headed Sea Serpent. Can the Serpent’s heads learn to work together? The Serpent’s heads have to co-operate with each other to solve the mystery and restore the salmon run.
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Saranohair by Gillian Johnson
This is a wildly unusual story about two sisters, Sara-no-hair and O'Stefanefanie, who have nothing to do one afternoon, and decide to dig a deep hole in the sand when they fall down it to the other side of the world. Saranohair lands first and her sister lands on top of her head, upside down and is mistaken for a lovely hat.

Stella : Queen of the Snow by Marie-Louise Gay
It is Sam's first snowstorm so Stella and her little brother are spending the day playing in the snow. The forest, snowballs, snow angels and the snow itself provide fuel for Sam's questions and Stella's answers as they discover the world of winter together. Exquisite, evocative watercolors bring a snowy day alive and make this a wonderful winter story.

Stella, Fairy of the Forest by Marie-Louise Gay
Stella's little brother, Sam, wonders whether fairies are invisible. Stella assures him that she has seen hundreds of them and says that if she and Sam venture across the meadow and into the forest, they are likely to find some.

Tell Me What It's Like to be Big by Joyce Dunbar
When she wakes up early one morning, Willa questions her big brother about what it will be like to be a grown up.

Where's Peter? by Edith Kunhardt
Peter pretends to be invisible in the bathtub, a game he shares with his baby sister Abby when she becomes old enough for the big tub.

Why Couldn't I Be an Only Kid Like You, Wigger by Barbara Shook Hazen
Two young boys, one from a large family and the other an only child, wish they could exchange places.